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Abstract. The design processes of today's more and more complex automation systems require computer-based support to maintain their manageability. As a base for that, the authors introduce a holistic design approach for these systems. Requirements on the system to be designed are represented by an extended feature model which serves as consistent requirements model during the entire design process. A grammar-based synthesis applies formalised expert knowledge to generate solutions to these requirements. The paper’s main contribution is to combine formalisms from overlapping areas of artificial intelligence and software engineering to obtain a holistic design process for industrial automation systems.

1 Introduction

The paper’s focus is on the automated design of industrial automation systems based on formalised requirements. In this work, an industrial automation system is defined as the system that realises the correct behaviour for the control of a technical process by connecting control devices, software function blocks, sensors and actors. Up until now, there is no well established computer-based support for the following issues during automated design: (1) retrieval of previous design knowledge, (2) adaption and combination of previous design knowledge into new designs, (3) validation of designs in concern to the requirements, (4) explicit computation of all valid design variants [2].

The authors present an approach to combine analogy- and grammar-based design to overcome all four listed issues. Issues (1) and (2) are addressed by the field of analogy-based design whereas the other two are situated within grammar-based design by the presented approach. This is accomplished by applying the analogy-based design at the requirements level, so that instead of designs formalised requirements are reused. A grammar-based synthesis applies formalised expert knowledge in form of rules to generate solutions to these requirements.

2 State of the art

In [2] a broad and precise survey on computer-based design is presented. According to that, the field of analogy-based design has its strengths in the reuse of existing designs. The function- and grammar-based approaches could improve the application of design knowledge within the analogy-based approach. The key issues identified by [2] are that grammars are very promising for formal knowledge-representation but that there is a lack of a common language and tools for supporting designers to formalise their knowledge. Table 1 compares the three major design synthesis approaches. The review on “research directions in requirements engineering” [3] shows a lack of formal notations and formalisms for the validation and verification of requirements. It is a common agreement in design research that designers need a kind of sketch during the conceptual design phase. The main purpose of this initial model is that the designer becomes aware of latent requirements [5]. Additionally to such initial sketches, the reuse of common requirements is of huge importance for regarding requirements in a more rigorous and systematic way [3]. According to [1, 4, 8], product lines in form of feature models (FM) precisely fulfil industries needs concerning such reuse of requirements (see table 1). In [4] FMs are considered as a bridge between requirements and design. A comprehensive review on the field of FM is presented in [1]. A FM is a hierarchically ordered set of features that symbolise “a prominent characteristic of a product” [1]. The expressiveness of FMs can be enhanced by Extended Feature Models (EFM) which expand features with attributes and constraints. In [1] it is mentioned that EFMs can be represented as Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP).

3 Solution Approach

This section presents the holistic design approach assisted design for automation systems (AD4AS). In the following, AD4AS is explained by using the example of a flying saw. Such a saw typically consists of a conveyor for materials and an attached sledge supporting a circular saw. For applying one cut, the sledge gets accelerated from its starting position in parallel with the conveyor. When the sledge’s speed equals the conveyor’s speed, the saw cuts the material and returns to its starting position afterwards.

The task at hand is to formalise the requirements for the saw, to verify their consistency and to generate at least one appropriate automation system solution. According to the analysed industrial development-projects, human designers proceed as follows to develop the automation system of such a saw: (1) The designer retrieves predefined, textual project-documents with solutions for cutting continuous material. These documents describe comprehensive, technical solutions which summarise an enterprises’ experiences for certain fields of application. (2) The designer then follows the instructions of the selected solutions and adopts them to the present requirements. (3) Based on his expert knowledge, experiences and these instructions, he designs a customer-specific plan for the saw’s automation system. (4) For realising this plan, he has to retrieve appropriate components and products.

AD4AS reflects these steps and defines the following proceeding to
plan the saw’s automation system (see figure 2).

(1) As observed in the above analysis and cited in section 2, the reuse of common requirements is of huge importance for practice but there’s a lack of appropriate formalisms. AD4AS solves this by splitting requirements into so-called templates. These templates are represented by FMs and already contain reusable engineering experience in form of dependencies and constraints. In this first step, templates are combined into an initial model of required entities which is also a FM. This model is refined until the reasonable modelling depth for further design steps is reached.

(2) Based on the model created in step 1, more specific requirements such as to synchronise two process steps are added. Therefore, the process steps have appropriate properties. In AD4AS such properties are modelled as attributes of features so that the FM representing the sketch is an EFM. For the flying saw, synchronisation means that the speeds of conveying and cutting need to be equal during the cutting process. This is expressed as a constraint within the EFM. Figure 1 shows an exemplary requirements model for the saw. In AD4AS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>function-based grammar-based analogy-based product line</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>yes</th>
<th>weak</th>
<th>weak</th>
<th>yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>requirements-design separation requirements validation knowledge representation design variants reuse of designs</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>informal</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>..................................................................................................................</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparison of the three major design synthesis themes [2] and product line (regarded as a configurable set of predefined designs).

instanitiated by assigning appropriate products to the features. This is not in the focus of this paper. A similar concept is presented in [7].

4 Results & Outlook

Summing up, the first two steps of AD4AS are analogy-based design of a requirements model. The newly introduced templates encapsulate engineering experience and solve industries needs for structuring and formalising of requirements. Requirements are already validated before any solution is generated. General design knowledge in form of rules is expressed as a graph-grammar and seamlessly applied to the EFM describing the requirements. This results in automation system solutions.

Together with the industrial research-partners, the steps for designing the flying saw have been evaluated with a prototype that uses the Gecode constraint-solver framework. The finding is that the human designer is beneficially assisted as intended. Thereby, AD4AS reflects the typical proceeding of human designers. Additionally to more insights into computational-complexity and knowledge-formalisation aspects, the authors will present a more detailed description of the synthesis in AD4AS’s third step soon.
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Figure 1. Exemplary requirements model after AD4AS step 2. EFMs are regarded as a hierarchical composition of required entities with attributes and constraints. The requirements are defined to be consistent if and only if the CSP corresponding to the EFM (see [1]) has at least one solution. By using the CSP formalism, a consistency check of the requirements can be realised with existing constraint solvers.

(3) The requirements model resulting from the second step does not define an automation system but contains all validated requirements for it. This model serves as the base for generating an automation system topology of abstract components. Abstract components are placeholders for specific products that are selected in the next step. This proceeding is based on expert knowledge rules. An example is a rule saying that the process step conveying can be realised by a conveyor with a motor that is powered by a frequency inverter. Another rule is that in a centralised architecture the programmable logic controller (PLC) is connected to each inverter and each motor to exactly one inverter.

As summarised in section 2, grammar-based design is suited for describing such expert knowledge. Based on that, the topology creation in AD4AS is formulated as productions of a graph grammar and all other rules and constraints in form of application conditions (see also [6]). The EFM from the AD4AS step 2 is the host graph for the graph-grammar-based synthesis of topologies. In [6] it is described how such synthesis is accomplished for a similar task. According to that, a topology in this work is a stable graph as defined in definition 7 of [6]. This step results in so-called architecture variants which are pairs of a topology and an EFM which features correspond to the abstract components in the topology.

(4) In the fourth step, for each architecture variant its EFM has to be
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